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Actin polymerization and assembly into stress fibers (SFs) is central
to many cellular processes. However, how SFs form in response to
the mechanical interaction of cells with their environment is not
fully understood. Here we have identified Piezo2 mechanosensi-
tive cationic channel as a transducer of environmental physical
cues into mechanobiological responses. Piezo2 is needed by brain
metastatic cells from breast cancer (MDA-MB-231-BrM2) to probe
their physical environment as they anchor and pull on their
surroundings or when confronted with confined migration through
narrow pores. Piezo2-mediated Ca2+ influx activates RhoA to con-
trol the formation and orientation of SFs and focal adhesions (FAs).
A possible mechanism for the Piezo2-mediated activation of RhoA
involves the recruitment of the Fyn kinase to the cell leading edge
as well as calpain activation. Knockdown of Piezo2 in BrM2 cells
alters SFs, FAs, and nuclear translocation of YAP; a phenotype res-
cued by overexpression of dominant-positive RhoA or its down-
stream effector, mDia1. Consequently, hallmarks of cancer invasion
and metastasis related to RhoA, actin cytoskeleton, and/or force
transmission, such as migration, extracellular matrix degradation,
and Serpin B2 secretion, were reduced in cells lacking Piezo2.
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Cancer cells invading and metastasizing away from the primary
tumor encounter diverse physical constraints. To overcome

these hurdles, they usually orchestrate mechanical and chemical
signals to control cytoskeletal dynamics (1), cell volume (2, 3),
degradation of extracellular matrix (ECM) (4), extravasation (5),
confined migration (6, 7), and survival in distant organs (8). Besides,
MDA-MB-231-BrM2 (BrM2 for short) breast cancer cells that
specifically metastasize in the brain use Serpins to protect them-
selves from death signals generated by the reactive brain stroma (9).
All these cellular functions involve mechanical interaction with the
environment and, therefore, are amenable to be modulated by
mechanosensitive Piezo channels (10) that transduce mechanical
stimuli into intracellular signals, typically increasing intracellular
Ca2+ concentration. Indeed, functional expression of Piezo chan-
nels has been described in malignant breast cancer cell lines (11),
although their relevance to cancer has not been identified yet.
Piezo1 modulates integrin activity (12), senses changes in the ri-
gidity of the environment (13) and cell overcrowding (14), and
optimizes confined migration (7), whereas Piezo2 channel partici-
pates in sensing gentle touch (15) and proprioception (16, 17). We
herein set to decipher the potential roles of Piezo channels in the
acquisition of the mechanobiological properties of BrM2 cells.

Results and Discussion
Increased Expression of Piezo2 Channel in BrM2 Cells. We first ana-
lyzed the expression of Piezo1 and Piezo2 channels in MDA-
MB-231 cells. Compared with the parental MDA-MB-231 cells,

Piezo2 was up-regulated in BrM2 cells with little change in
Piezo1 mRNAs (Fig. 1A). As previously reported (9), BrM2 cells
showed increased expression of Serpins (Fig. S1A). We used
small hairpin RNA to suppress Piezo2 expression (shPiezo2).
Quantitative RT-PCR analysis showed that Piezo2 expression
was reduced (Fig. 1B) without affecting the expression of
Piezo1 or other mechano/osmosensitive ion channels (TRPC1,
TRPM7, TRPV4, and LRRC8A) (Fig. S1B) involved in different
aspects of cell migration (3, 18). Patch-clamp recordings of
whole-cell cation currents showed that Piezo2 knockdown (KD)
reduced currents elicited by mechanical stimulation (Fig. 1 C and
D) and decreased their inactivation (Fig. 1E), consistent with the
faster inactivation kinetics of Piezo2 channel (10).

Piezo2 Is Needed by BrM2 Cells to Probe Their Physical Environment.
One typical mechanobiological response of cells growing on solid
surfaces is their ability to anchor and pull on the substrate.
Therefore, we studied the traction forces generated by BrM2
cells on polyacrylamide gels of different rigidities. Traction
forces are generated by myosin II and require both the integrity
of the actin cytoskeleton and focal adhesions (FAs) through
which cells transmit the force to their substratum (19, 20). BrM2-
shControl cells exerted higher traction forces on stiffer sub-
strates, whereas BrM2-shPiezo2 cells generated low traction
forces that were insensitive to substrate stiffness (Fig. 1 F andG).
The effect of knocking down Piezo2 on traction forces was
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phenocopied in BrM2-shControl cells cultured in the absence of
extracellular Ca2+ (Fig. 1G). In agreement with lower traction
forces, BrM2-shPiezo2 cells presented faster retrograde actin
flow at the leading edge (Fig. S2 A and B) and larger surface
areas (Fig. S2C).
To analyze the impact of Piezo2-KD on cellular adaptation to

the physical microenvironment, we studied the mechanosensitive

transcriptional regulator YAP involved in breast cancer biology
(21) and known to sense cytoskeletal tension by responding with
its nuclear translocation (22). In accordance with the traction
forces data, BrM2-shPiezo2 cells presented less nuclear accu-
mulation of YAP than BrM2-shControl cells (Fig. 1 H and I).
Similarly, removal of extracellular Ca2+ reduced nuclear accu-
mulation of YAP in BrM2-shControl cells (Fig. 1I). No signifi-
cant differences in total or phosphorylated YAP levels were
detected between BrM2-shControl and BrM2-shPiezo2 cells
(Fig. S3 A and B), which agrees with previous reports showing
that YAP phosphorylation is not essential for its nuclear trans-
location under mechanical stimulation (23). Consistent with
lower nuclear signal of YAP, BrM2-shPiezo2 cells proliferate
slower than control cells (Fig. S3C) and the expression of a YAP/
TAZ target gene, the connective tissue growth factor (CTGF)
gene, that increased in BrM2 cells was returned back to parental
MDA-231-MB cell level following Piezo2-KD (Fig. S3D). To-
gether, our data suggest that Piezo2 plays a key role in the ability
of BrM2 cells to sense and transduce mechanical cues and open
the question of how Piezo2 participates in those processes.

Piezo2 Controls Formation of Actin-Based Stress Fibers and Orientation
of Focal Adhesions. The three main players in mechanical sensing/
transduction, actin-based stress fibers (SFs), FAs, and myosin,
are also modulated by the intracellular Ca2+ concentration (24,
25). However, the underlying molecular mechanism of SF gen-
eration after environment–cell contact and the Ca2+ dependency
of such a process are largely unknown. Well-defined SFs were
observed in BrM2-shControl cells but were absent in BrM2-
shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 2 A and B). Similarly, BrM2-shControl cells
cultured in Ca2+-free medium lacked SFs (Fig. 2 A and B),
consistent with a role of Piezo2 in the generation of the Ca2+

signal required for SF formation. The actin polymerizing drug,
jasplakinolide, which bypasses the physiologically regulated actin
polymerization, rescued the effect of Piezo2-KD on the actin
cytoskeleton (Fig. 2 A and B).
SFs anchor to the membrane at FAs, providing a mechanical

path to sense and generate traction forces in adherent cells.
Therefore, formation and maturation of FAs and SFs are in-
timately linked and related, at least in part, to the generation of
mechanical tension (26). We detected FAs using an antibody
against the adaptor protein Paxillin. FAs were elongated, polar-
ized, and oriented along the major axis of BrM2-shControl cells,
whereas FAs were more puncta type and randomly distributed
across the entire area of BrM2-shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 2C). Removal
of extracellular Ca2+ also induced the presence of smaller and
more disperse FAs in control cells (Fig. 2C), whereas jasplakino-
lide promoted the presence of elongated, polarized, and oriented
FAs in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 2C). Quantification of the FA
angle in respect to the major cell axis (Fig. 2D) illustrates that
Piezo2-KD promoted FAs that appear more radially oriented
(higher percentage of FAs showing angles close to 90° in BrM2-
shPiezo2 cells than in control cells), a phenotype that was reverted
with jasplakinolide. An independent shRNA targeting Piezo2
replicated the results obtained thus far (Fig. S4).
Further support to the relevance of Piezo2 channel in the

regulation of actin dynamics and SF formation was obtained by
immunolocalizing Piezo2 and Paxillin. Piezo2 signal was clearly
identified at the cell boundary. Colocalization of Piezo2 with
Paxillin signals was present at the FA of the leading edge in BrM2-
shControl cells while in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells the Piezo2 signal was
almost undetectable and, therefore, no colocalization was ob-
served (Fig. 2E). This observation is in line with a previous report
showing the contribution of stretch-activated ion channels to the
generation of traction forces at the leading edge of fibroblasts
(27). The impact of Piezo2 knockdown on other elements of the
machinery involved in sensing and transducing mechanical cues
was also tested by means of Western blotting of activated proteins.

Fig. 1. Piezo2 is required for force transmission and mechanotransduction
in MDA-MB-231-BrM2 cells. (A) Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) of
Piezo1 and -2 expression in parental and MDA-MB-231-BrM2 cells, n = 3.
(B) qPCR of Piezo2 in shControl and shPiezo2 BrM2 cells, n = 3. (C) Represen-
tative whole-cell traces of mechanically activated (MA) inward cationic cur-
rents recorded at a holding potential of −80 mV from BrM2-shControl and
BrM2-shPiezo2 cells following stimulation with a series of mechanical steps
of 0.5 μm (Inset illustration). (D) Peak MA current density and (E) percentage
of MA current inactivation in BrM2-shControl and BrM2-shPiezo2 cells.
(F) Color map images of traction forces exerted by cells on 15-kPa hydrogels.
(Scale bar, 20 μm.) (G) Mean traction forces obtained at 2 (shControl n = 103;
shPiezo2 n = 110), 15 (shControl n = 51; shPiezo2 n = 38), and 30 kPa
(shControl n = 72; shPiezo2 n = 56), and at 2 (shControl n = 51; shPiezo2 n =
41) and 30 kPa (shControl n = 27; shPiezo2 n = 25) in the absence of ex-
tracellular Ca2+. ***P < 0.001 shPiezo2 vs. shControl for each stiffness. ###P <
0.001 shControl vs. shControl 0Ca2+. (H) Nuclear and YAP stainings of cells
seeded on glass. White rectangles define the zoomed region. (Scale bar,
50 μm.) (I) Mean YAP nuclear/cytoplasmic signal ratio. The number of cells
analyzed for each condition is indicated in each bar. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,
and ***P < 0.001.
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BrM2-shPiezo2 cells showed no significant changes in phosphor-
ylated myosin light chain (pMLC) (Fig. S5A), consistent with the
unaltered myosin-dependent retrograde actin flow (28) recorded in
BrM2-shPiezo2. Similarly, no changes on phosphorylated focal ad-
hesion kinase (pFAK) were detected in BrM2-shPiezo2 compared
with BrM2-shControl cells (Fig. S5B).

Piezo2-KD Reduces RhoA Activity in BrM2 Cells. The question that
came up next was how Piezo2 activity drives actin polymerization
and SF formation. SFs are assembled in response to a signaling
cascade involving RhoA (29). RhoA activity increases with force
application (30–32), although little is known about the me-
chanical activation of RhoA in the absence of externally applied
forces. To evaluate whether Piezo2 is an upstream regulator of
RhoA, we measured RhoA activity in control and Piezo2-KD
cells using a fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-
based RhoA sensor (33). FRET images in Fig. 3A revealed a
significant decrease in RhoA activity in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells
compared with BrM2-shControl cells (Fig. 3 A and B) without
differences in RhoA protein levels (Fig. 3C). RhoA activity in-
creases in response to activation of receptors/channels that
promote Ca2+ influx (34–37). Accordingly, removal of extracel-
lular Ca2+ reduced RhoA activity in BrM2-shControl cells to the
values recorded in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 3B), suggesting that
Piezo2 regulates RhoA activity through the generation of an

intracellular Ca2+ signal. The link between RhoA and Piezo2 in the
regulation of actin cytoskeleton was further confirmed by showing
that transfection of the RhoA-T19N dominant-negative plasmid
(38) into BrM2-shControl cells mimicked the shPiezo2 phenotype,
whereas expression of the RhoA-Q63L dominant positive plasmid
(38) restored the presence of SFs (Fig. 3D and E) and the nuclear
accumulation of YAP in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 3 F and G).
The formin mDia1, activated downstream of RhoA, is the ulti-
mate effector that drives actin polymerization (39, 40). Expression
of a dominant-positive mDia1 (CAmDia1) in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells
also rescued the control SF phenotype (Fig. 3 D and E) and nu-
clear accumulation of YAP (Fig. 3 F and G).
In an attempt to elucidate the molecular mechanisms that link

Piezo2 with RhoA activity, we focused on the Src family tyrosine
kinase, Fyn. Fyn participates in the formation of SFs and in re-
sponse to mechanical stimulation activates the guanine nucleo-
tide exchange factor (GEF) LARG, which in turn activates
RhoA (32, 41–43). Besides, Fyn can be activated by increases in
intracellular Ca2+ concentration (44) and has to be recruited to
the adhesion complexes at the cell leading edge to play a role in
ECM rigidity and mechanical sensing (41). BrM2-shControl cells
showed a clear colocalization of Fyn and the FA marker, pFAK,
mainly on the leading edge (Fig. 4A), with a Manders’ correla-
tion coefficient of ∼0.75 (Fig. 4B). No such correlation was
found in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 4 A and B), suggesting higher

Fig. 2. Ca2+ entry via Piezo2 regulates the actin
cytoskeleton and adhesions. (A) Representative maxi-
mal intensity projections of whole-cell Z scans of
phalloidin-stained actin in cells treated as indicated.
(B) Mean percentage of total cell area occupied by
actin. (C) Paxillin staining of the basal planes of cells.
(D) Rose plot of the angles of adhesions respective to
the cell major axis. (Top) DMSO, (Bottom) 500 nM
jasplakinolide. (Scale bar, 50 μm.) Red rectangles de-
fine the zoomed region. ***P < 0.001. (E) Immuno-
fluorescence confocal microscopy images of Piezo2
and Paxillin. Note the strong reinforcement of Piezo2
signal at the cell boundary of BrM2-shControl cells
and the almost total absence of Piezo2 signal in BrM2-
shPiezo2 cells. The merge panel displays the colocali-
zation between Piezo2 and Paxillin. Magnified views
of the respective boxes drawn at the cell leading
edges are shown on the Right with two combina-
tions of colors to facilitate viewing by color-blinded
people. Arrowheads marked colocalization of Piezo2
and Paxillin at FA of the leading edge in shPiezo2 cells.
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Fyn activity in BrM2-shControl than in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells. No
changes in total Fyn were detected between BrM2-shControl and
BrM2-shPiezo2 cells (Fig. 4C).

Another signaling molecule that may link Piezo2-induced Ca2+

signals to the activation of RhoA is calpain. Calpains are Ca2+-
dependent intracellular proteases that regulate FA dynamics (45)

Fig. 3. The Piezo2-RhoA-mDia1 axis controls actin
polymerization and mechanotransduction. (A) FRET/
CFP emission ratio measurements of Raichu-RhoA
sensor transfected BrM2 cells. (Scale bar, 25 μm.) (B)
Normalized mean FRET/CFP ratio of the whole-cell
areas measured in the presence and in the absence
of extracellular Ca2+. (C) Western blot of total lysates
obtained from shControl and shPiezo2 BrM2 cells
and probed with anti-RhoA, anti-tubulin, and anti-
GAPDH antibodies. (D and F) Representative maxi-
mal intensity projections of whole-cell Z scans of
phalloidin-marked actin (D) or YAP (F) in cells
transfected with the indicated plasmids. (E) Mean
percentage of total cell area occupied by actin. (G)
Mean YAP nuclear/cytoplasm ratio. Red rectangles
define the zoomed region. (Scale bar, 50 μm.) *P <
0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001 rela-
tive to shControl (B), empty vector shControl (E and
G, Left) or empty vector shPiezo2 (E and G, Right).
###P < 0.001 relative to empty vector shControl cells.

Fig. 4. Fyn localization and calpain activity is altered
in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells. (A) Immunofluorescence confo-
cal microscopy images of phosphorylated FAK (pFAK,
marker of FA) and Fyn. Contour of cells is marked by a
blue line. Magnified views of the respective boxes
drawn at the cell leading edges are shown on the Right
with two combinations of colors to facilitate viewing by
color-blinded people. Note the colocalization of pFAK
and Fyn signals at the leading edge of BrM2-shControl
cells that is absent in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells. (B) Quantifi-
cation of the Fyn/pFAK colocalization using Manders’
coefficient. (C) Representative images of Western blots
(Left) and quantification of Fyn normalized to GAPDH
levels (Right). (D) Calpain activity (measured using a
permeant nonfluorescent substrate of calpain that
becomes fluorescent upon calpain-mediated cleavage)
is reduced in vehicle-treated shPiezo2 cells compared
with shControl cells. Removal of extracellular calcium
(0Ca2+) reduced calpain activity, whereas the presence
of the calcium ionophore ionomycin (1 μM) increased it.
**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 relative to shControl vehicle.
###P < 0.001 relative to vehicle shPiezo2 condition.
N.S., not significant.
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as well as RhoA activity (46) and SF formation (47). Calpain
activity was reduced in BrM2-shPiezo2 cells compared with
BrM2-shControl cells (Fig. 4D). To confirm that the difference
in calpain activity was due to reduced Ca2+ influx in BrM2-
shPiezo2 cells, we measured calpain activity in the absence of
extracellular Ca2+ or in the presence of the Ca2+ ionophore ion-
omycin. Removal of extracellular Ca2+ reduced calpain activity
only in BrM2-shControl cells, whereas addition of ionomycin in-
creased calpain activity in both control and shPiezo2 cells (Fig.
4D). Together, we postulate that a Piezo2-generated Ca2+ signal is
an upstream regulator of the RhoA-mDia pathway necessary for
the homeostatic regulation of actin cytoskeleton and force sensing/
transduction in BrM2 cells. It will be interesting in the future to
investigate the relative contribution of Fyn and calpain and
whether other Ca2+ signaling pathways also participate in the
Piezo2-mediated activation of RhoA.

Piezo2 Modulates Different Mechanobiological Responses of BrM2
Cells. Piezo2 is expressed in both normal and breast cancer tis-
sue (ref. 48; www.proteinatlas.org), and is overexpressed (Fig. 1)
in the MDA-MB-231-BrM2 cells from breast cancer that specifically
metastasize in the brain (9). Besides, analysis of existing breast
cancer databases (49) suggested that low expression of Piezo2
implied a statistically significant longer survival rate of patients
with breast cancers (Fig. S6) that, like the MDA-231-MB-BrM2

cells, were negative for the estrogen, progesterone, and human
epidermal growth factor 2 receptors (triple negative cancers).
The mechanotransducing elements that regulate cytoskeletal
dynamics and cell–matrix interactions confer plasticity and rapid
adaptation to invading cells (50, 51). Moreover, actin remodeling
influences cancer drug resistance (52). Therefore, we tested the
impact of Piezo2-KD on different mechanobiological responses
that may confer BrM2 cells with an advantage to invade and
metastasize in the brain, i.e., their ability to: (i) migrate in con-
fined environments, (ii) remodel ECM, and (iii) develop defense
evasion strategies.
When challenged to migrate through 3-μm narrow micro-

fabricated channels (Fig. S7 A and B) to mimic the pores en-
countered by metastatic breast cancer cells (6), BrM2-shPiezo2
cells required longer times to enter channels and fewer cells
entered the channels compared with BrM2-shControl cells (Fig.
5 A and B), although speed and persistence within the channels
were not affected (Fig. S7C). Cells exhibit a biphasic dependence
of migration velocity with increasing adhesion strength on 2D
planar surfaces. This phenomenon, known as haptotaxis, implies
that maximal velocity is obtained at intermediate adhesion
strength (i.e., intermediate fibronectin concentration in the ex-
tracellular matrix) and depends on the dynamic organization of
actin, FAs, and myosin (53). Knockdown of Piezo2 abrogated
haptotaxis in BrM2 cells (Fig. 5C).
Cancer cells often use specialized adhesive structures named

invadosomes to make contact with the ECM and degrade it,
thereby promoting invasion and metastasis (4, 5). These actin-
based cellular protrusions also required active Rho for proper
functioning (54). To investigate the role of Piezo2 in invadosome
function, we tested the ability of BrM2 cells to degrade a fluo-
rescent gelatin substrate. Degradation of ECM was detected by
the appearance of nonfluorescent gelatin patches underneath
the cells (Fig. 5D) that colocalize with the actin core of inva-
dosomes (Fig. S8). BrM2-shPiezo2 cells showed reduced gelatin
degradation (Fig. 5E) compared with BrM2-shControl cells.
The expression of Serpins is increased in BrM2 cells, confer-

ring them an advantage to survive and metastasize in the brain
(9). Serpins act extracellularly by inhibiting the plasminogen
activator, although little is known about the mechanism of Serpin
secretion. Considering that both Ca2+- and Rho-mediated sig-
naling is typically associated with regulated secretion (55, 56) we
wondered whether Piezo2 channel participates in the release of
Serpin B2. Compared with control cells, BrM2-shPiezo2 cells
presented reduced Serpin B2 secretion (Fig. 5 F and G and
Fig. S9).
In conclusion, Piezo2 is needed by brain metastatic cells from

breast cancer, MDA-MB-231-BrM2 cells, to probe their physical
environment. The Piezo2-generated Ca2+ signal activates down-
stream the RhoA-mDia pathway necessary for the regulation of
actin cytoskeleton. The generality and relevance of this mecha-
nism in other cell/tissue contexts need to be tested but it is
tempting to speculate that it may be relevant during develop-
ment, when mechanical forces are involved in patterning and
organogenesis. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that
PIEZO2 mutations have been linked to developmental malfor-
mations (57, 58). Finally, the Piezo2-mediated force sensing/
transduction confers BrM2 cells advantages in relation to their
ability to proliferate, invade, migrate in confined environments,
and survive in the brain, offering an interesting target for
therapeutic intervention.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed on parental, MDA-MB-231, and MDA-MB-
231-BrM2 breast cancer cells that specifically metastasize in the brain (9).
Further details on cell-culture conditions, shRNA knockdown of Piezo2, gel
fabrication, confocal immunofluorescence localization, cell migration, RhoA

Fig. 5. Piezo2 knockdown impairs brain metastasis-favoring functions.
(A) Mean time needed to enter 3 μm-wide channels and (B) mean percent-
age of cells achieving it. (C) Mean speeds of cells migrating at different
fibronectin-coating concentrations. (D) Images of fluorescent gelatin
substrates. White lines define the cell contour. Red rectangles define the
zoomed region. (Scale bar, 10 μm.) (E) Mean percentage of degraded area
relative to the number of cells. (F) Dot blot of supernatants collected from
three independent wells containing shControl and shPiezo2 BrM2 cells
probed with anti-SERPIN2 B2 antibody. (G) SERPIN B2 secretion normalized
to total SERPIN B2. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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activity, calpain activity, electrophysiological and traction force measure-
ments, and data analysis are presented in SI Materials and Methods.
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